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Even more so than his Pink Floyd-deconstructing work with his band
Darkside, Nicolas Jaar’s second solo album Sirens establishes him as a
sort of dance-music version of Roger Waters. He’s equal parts rock star
and sound sculptor, showman and fiery polemicist haunted by the
injustices of the past. Waters’ rage at the political machine that sent his
dad to his death in World War II burned hotly enough to fuel not one but
two Floyd concept albums. Jaar’s dad is still alive and well—a famous
artist, I might add—but only barely escaped the repressive regime of
Augusto Pinochet, the dictator who ruled Chile for 17 brutal years in the
‘70s and ‘80s.

The ghost of Pinochet hangs heavy over Sirens, and several lyrics hint at
Jaar’s fear that, after this horrific upcoming election, we might end up
with our own Pinochet in office soon enough. On “No” he references the referendum that put Pinochet out of power
(“We voted no but the yes is still with us”), and after a bleak “History Lesson,” he concludes: “Oh, but baby, don’t you
decide it?” Jaar’s mum on who he’s supporting in the oncoming election, but his suspicion of authority—be it police,
dictators, or democratically elected leaders—is obvious.

There’s a wealth of references to comb through here, and much of the fun of Sirens is getting to the bottom of them
all. That so much of the record is in Spanish—namely the song “No” and several interstitial samples of dialogue
between a young Jaar and his father—might make things tricky for Anglophone listeners. There’s probably plenty
here that non-Chileans have no chance of understanding. The more you know about Sirens, the more compelling a
listen it is.

There’s a lot to appreciate about an album that gives you this much to work with, but if you go in blind, Sirens might
sound a little underwhelming. Musically, it’s a bit of a mess, ping-ponging between hushed, glitchy ambient and
vocal-centric pop fare sung by Jaar in his comically low voice.

The most musically satisfying moments of the record—and the ones that make Jaar’s fearsome skill as a producer
most obvious—come during the former, exemplified by “Killing Time” and the brief but beautiful interlude “Leaves.”
Jaar likes pendulous piano and little clicks and cuts, which lend his ambient tracks a static-riddled, Y2K-ish quality
reminiscent of Ryuichi Sakamoto’s albums with Alva Noto. It’s easy to sink back in these tracks and let the world
disappear around you.

The rockier tracks, unfortunately, play against Jaar’s strengths. To say he’s not a naturally gifted singer is an
understatement: the guy sounds like Patrick Star. And in putting his vocals front and center, he downplays his own
production skills; the chilly doo-wop of “History Lesson” and the suicide pastiche “Three Sides of Nazareth” could
have been produced by anyone. (The same could be said of ugly electro-rockabilly fusion “The Governor,” the
album’s one truly bad track, if he didn’t inexplicably decide to stick some of those piano chords in there.) These are
the songs with all the astounding references, but at times it can be more satisfying to just Google them.

Though Jaar hasn’t made a “proper” studio album since 2011’s Space Is Only Noise , he made a glut of music last
year, specifically the ambient Pomegranates (marketed as an alternate soundtrack to an obscure Russian art film)
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and the double odds-and-ends EP Nymphs. Jaar’s said Sirens is the conclusion of a trilogy with those other two
releases. If this is the case, that might explain why it feels less like a grand, kicking-in-the-door return to form so
much as an deeply personal but only intermittently successful and satisfying labor of love.
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